Peer to peer networking has emerged as viable business model and systems architecture for internet scale application since it attracts millions of simultaneous participants. In P2P overlay network (collection of peer connections in a P2P network) peers join and leave the overlay arbitrarily and do not stay in the overlay for a predictable time. To ensure dependability of the overlay, peers with neighbor links to the joining or leaving peers requires updates. Therefore overlay maintenance protocols have to be devised to include efficient features that able to handle peer churn. In this paper we are focusing on the P2P overlay maintenance protocol through which the peers in the overlay maintains routing properties, referred as overlay maintenance. We have proposed an efficient method to find stale routing table entries in a way that retains the desired routing behavior since the look up query traffic and overlay maintenance traffic both compete for the underlying network bandwidth and resources, maintenance traffic should be constrained to that needed for target table accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
Peer to peer P2P networks are distributed systems containing of interconnected nodes able to share resources such as content, cpu cycles, storage and bandwidth. It is capable of adapting to failures and accommodating transient populations of nodes while maintaining acceptable connectivity and performance without requiring the global centralized server support. P2P is a fast evolving network as it has introduced the new paradigm in content distribution. It is used for deploying applications that scale to millions of simultaneous participants as each user contributes resources. It offers a low barrier of entry platform with high scalability. The following section describes the important aspects of P2P overlay.
a) What is overlay?
Initially there could be a small number of nodes to form a P2P network, but no P2P network is formed. They need some other way to discover each other and for the initial network. Set of peers can be discovered by sending local broadcast or multicast message to connect near by peers, followed by progressively merging these peer sets into larger sets until the overlay is formed. Once a sufficient set of peers are interconnected then the overlay is formed. In brief the collection of peer connections in a P2P network is called p2p overlay. The overlay is a logical layer for message delivery between peers. Overlay routing mechanism is used to send messages between two peers that are not directly connected.
b) Overlay
Characteristics P2P overlays has the several inherent characteristics such as
• Self organization • Symmetric role • Resource sharing • Highly scalable • Peer autonomy • Resiliency Self organization: Peers cooperate in the formation and maintenance of the overlay with each peer using partial information about the overlay. Symmetric role: In contrast to client server architecture, peers are functionally equal. Any peer can store objects on behalf of other peers, support queries and perform routing of messages. Resource sharing: Every peer in the overlay provides compute cycles, disk storage and network bandwidth. Highly scalable: Millions of peers are participating in several P2P applications today. Autonomous: Each peer determines its capabilities based on its own resources. Each peer decides when to join in the overlay and when to leave the overlay.
Resilient: Due to the dynamic peer membership, peers have a complete view of the overlay topology and peer membership.
c) What is peer churn?
The arrival and departure of peers to and from the overlay, changes the peer population of the overlay. Churn in a P2P overlay network means that peers join and leave the overlay arbitrarily and do not stay in the overlay for a predictable time.
A peer lifetime is the time between joining the p2p overlay system for the first time and leaving the system permanently. The peer's session time is the elapsed time joining and subsequently leaving the system. Figure 1 . depicts the life time and the session time of a peer in the overlay. Hence Availability of the peer = (Peer's session time/ Peer's Life time) As stated by Stutzbach and Rajaie [1] in Gnutella, Kad and Bittorrent file sharing P2P applications, the peer life time is less than 1 hour and 2% of the peers will have lifetime as long as one day. On skype P2P telephony application [2] peer's lifetime is about 5.5 hours since skype is a personal communication application where users are motivated to stay for long periods of time to receive calls. About 1% skype supernodes have lifetime exceeding 8 days. The typical peer lifetime in a P2P overlay is short and of unpredictable duration. The lifetime of each peer is subject to local decisions of the user and is outside the control of the overlay designer. To successfully operate, an overlay must compensate for the variability in peer membership and dynamic behavior of participating peers. A key parameter affecting the design is the average rate at which peers join and leave the overlay is known as churn rate. 
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IMPORTANCE OF OVERLAY MAINTENANCE
To ensure dependability of the overlay, peers with neighbor links to the joining or leaving peers requires updates. If peers routing tables loose accuracy, the messages being sent to unavailable peers, leading the timeouts. As the churn rate increases, this problem intensifies, and causes look up queries to look up inconsistent results and significant degradation in the overlays service quality. Therefore overlay maintenance protocols have to be devised to include efficient features that able to handle peer churn. For example, Kademlia [3] maintains several neighbors for each routing table entry. If there is churn in the set of neighbors, newer peers will replace existing neighbors.
Overlay maintenance mechanism require efficient methods to find stable routing table entries and replace them with the new entries in way that refrains the desired routing and behavior. Overlay maintenance protocols have to cater to the fact that a P2P overlay network is evolving continuously [4] , and that many peer join and leave operations and happening concurrently. An overlay maintenance protocol has to ensure the amount of per-peer bandwidth consumed due to the maintenance messages would not grow excessively as the network size increases. More important, the overlay maintenance algorithms have to work efficiently and properly even though the P2P overlay system is no longer in its ideal state during peer churn.
Overlay maintenance can be done in two ways: active maintenance and opportunistic maintenance. In active maintenance, a peer handles the failure or departure of an existing neighbor by a sending a copy of its new neighbor set to its other peers in the system. To save bandwidth, a peer can send differences from the last state of the system. Under low peer churn, this approach is efficient and scalable because maintenance messages are only sent in response to actual overlay membership change events. As the churn rate increases, however this process becomes more expensive.
In opportunistic maintenance, a peer periodically shares its neighbor set with each of the members of that set, which responds in kind with its own neighbor set. Under low peer churn, this method becomes wasteful. However, when a peer set becomes larger as the system size grows, the set of other peers that it must notify about the resulting churn in its own neighbor set gets larger opportunistic maintenance. It aggregates all churn events in each period of time into a single maintenance cycle. Thus the bandwidth consumed under high churn rate and large neighbor size is controlled to a scalable level.
LITERATURE SURVEY
It is still an active research area to provide good performance of P2P overlays in a dynamic network environment, especially at high churn rates. Overlay maintenance algorithms have to cater to the fact that a P2P overlay network is evolving continuously [4] and that many peer join and leave operations are happening concurrently. More important, the overlay maintenance algorithms have to work efficiently and properly even though the P2P overlay system is no longer in its ideal state during per churn.
Lot of research is going on to develop an efficient and easy construction and maintenance of overlay algorithms. We have discussed some of the overlay algorithms below. Kalemdia [5] maintains several neighbors for each routing table entry. They are ordered by the length of time they have been neighbors. If there is churn in the set of neighbors, newer peers will replace existing neighbors, to mitigate the effects of high infant mortality. Liben and Balakrishnan [4] has defined a metric to quantify the performance of the overlay maintenance algorithm. The performance metric of an overlay maintenance protocol is the rate at which each peer must expend network resources in the system for maintenance. The consumption of the resource needed for overlay maintenance should be kept as small as possible, since these resources are therefore unavailable for useful work by P2P application.
Another overlay maintenance framework [7] by Gil and Morris uses a cost/performance metric to quantity peer churn effects. Much of the overlay research has been directed towards maintenance algorithm to handle peer churn and provide overlay stability.
GRAPHICAL PERSPECTIVE OF AN OVERLAY
We treat overlay membership operations join and leave as a part of the overlay maintenance mechanism. It is possible that several nodes may join or leave the overlay simultaneously. If a large number of peers leave the overlay simultaneously, it can cause the overlay to form one or more partitions.
A P2P overlay can be viewed as a directed graph G = (V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links between nodes in the overlay. Let us consider when a peer Pa joins network G at time i, the overlay join operation causes the overlay to become Gi (Vi, Ei) where Vi = VU {Pa} and Ei = Ei {U (Pa, Px)} U {(Py, Pa)}, Where Px and Py are other nodes in the overlay. That is the join operation adds Pa to the set of nodes and adds at least one incoming and one outgoing between Pa and some other node in the overlay.
Likewise when a node Pa leaves G at time i + 1, the overlay leave mechanism causes the overlay to become Gi + 1 (Vi + 1, Ei + 1) where Vi + 1 = Vi − {Pa} and Ei +1 = Y -Px , Py Ei -{(Pa , Px)} -{(Py, Pa)} That is the leave operation removes from the set of nodes and removes all incoming and outgoing links between Pa with the remaining nodes in the overlay.
Routing procedure
In overlay network each and every peer maintains a routing table, which lists all the nodes and edges to which has a direct link. Each node entry in the routing table includes both node identification no, Nid and node address, Nad. The routing procedure for node Pa to send a message to some peer Pb is,
• If (Pa, Pb) € E then send the message directly to Pb.
• Otherwise, select one or more edges from E, which moves the message closer to the destination at each step.
OVERLAY MAINTENANCE PROTOCOL
Every peer in the overlay maintains routing table R, neighbor set L and failed peers F. Routing tables maintains the peer Nid and Nad. Neighbors of an node is entered into its neighbor set, L. The faulty nodes (nodes which does not reply within time) are entered into failed peer F. The following algorithm describes the major two operations peer join and peer leave in the overlay maintenance protocol. Thus the overlay maintenance mechanisms finds stale routing table entries in a way that retains the desired routing behavior since the look up query traffic and overlay maintenance traffic both complete for the underlying network bandwidth and resources, maintenance traffic should be constrained to that needed for target routing table accuracy. Table 1 . Algorithm for a consumer peer.
Function peer-join (Pa)
1. Peer Pa sends join request to ←seed peer Ps // the seed peer is the nearest-neighbor derived from the nearest neighbor algorithm to seed the join.
2. Ps provides ← Lps U Fps to Pa //seed peer provides its neighbor set and failed peers to Pa.
3. Pa creates clone Lpa from Lps.
4. Pa sends request message to all nodes in its neighbor set Lpa.
5. Pa includes only the neighbor nodes in Lpa which has responded to its messages.
6. Timed out peers will be added in the failed peers Fpa.
7. Pa reconfirms the faulty peers to ensure no false positives and added up in Fpa.
8. Pa includes all the responded peer in its routing table.
9. Now Pa has become a member of an overlay network and then it starts its communication. Table 2 . Algorithm for a consumer peer.
Function peer-failure (leaving)
1. The peer will be marked faulty if it doesn't reply within Tout seconds.
2. Faulty peer will be removed from the routing table.
